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Letter 455
More Than A Healing
2016-03-26
Dear Dan,
As you already know, I have been visiting the Issaquah Healing rooms from time to time.
However, after a few months of weekly attendance, my need for prayers by the staff at the
Healing Rooms has subsided. I can tell they have been effective.
But please allow me to report the healing of one of the pains I was having.
I think it was on my second visit that I requested prayer for my complete OEM Spec. healing
(see Letter 413 Volume 5-15), along with a particular pain that I described as being “as
though someone has an ice pick and is probing and irritating a certain nerve deep inside my
right hip area”.
After I reviewed the various pains I was having, (C10) , one of the prayer staff, said he
wanted to pray for the pain in my right hip. When he was saying this I could tell that angel
Gabriel was standing right next to him, both directing and anointing the prayer, and I could
tell that Gabriel was also going to pray at the same time as (C10).
So, both (C10) and Gabriel put their hands on my hip area and prayed for the pain, and
presumably the cause, to be removed.
I kept careful track, and after two weeks, the pain was gone, and now going into Wive
months, has yet to return. I am conWident it never will.
I don’t know whether (C10) was cognizant of Gabriel standing next to him, or whether he
felt Gabriel’s hand on his when they prayed for my hip. But it was quite evident to me, and I
cannot express my level of gratitude that I have for the Healing Rooms, for (C10), and for
the Lord Jesus having Gabriel, my Friend and Brother, pray for me at the same time.
This brought comfort to me, because of the abuse I have suffered in the church at the hands
of others who wanted to pray for me, but did so in a spirit of error. I was able to put aside
any mis-trust I might have had of (C10), because I trust Gabriel, and Jesus, with my life.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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